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Comparison of Image Intensity, Local and Multi-Atlas Priors in Brain Tissue
Classification
Liping Wang a), Fre´de´ric Labrosse, and Reyer Zwiggelaar
Department of Computer Science, Aberystwyth University, Aberystwyth, SY23 3DB, UK
Purpose: Automated and accurate tissue classification in 3D brain Magnetic Resonance images is essential in volumet-
ric morphometry or as a preprocessing step for diagnosing brain diseases. However, noise, intensity inhomogeneity and
partial volume effects limit the classification accuracy of existing methods. This paper provides a comparative study
on the contributions of three commonly used image information priors for tissue classification in normal brains: image
intensity, local and multi-atlas priors.
Methods: We compared the effectiveness of the three priors by comparing the four methods modelling them: K-Means
(KM), KM combined with a Markov Random Field (KM-MRF), multi-atlas segmentation (MAS) and the combination
of KM, MRF and MAS (KM-MRF-MAS). The key parameters and factors in each of the four methods are analysed
and the performance of all the models is compared quantitatively and qualitatively on both simulated and real data.
Results: The KM-MRF-MAS model that combines the three image information priors performs best.
Conclusions: The image intensity prior is insufficient to generate reasonable results for a few images. Introducing
local and multi-atlas priors results in improved brain tissue classification. This study provides a general guide on what
image information priors can be used for effective brain tissue classification.
Keywords: Classification, MRI, MRF, multi-atlas, priors
1. Introduction
Brain tissue classification aims to segment brain tissues, in our
case the three primary tissue types: white matter (WM), grey
matter (GM) and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). Such segmen-
tation is essential for diagnosing some brain disorders such
as Alzheimer or Schizophrenia by quantitative analysis1,2. It
assists with some applications in medical image analysis like
image registration3, lesion segmentation4 and cortical surface
extraction5. T1-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) imag-
ing has been widely used in this area owing to its excellent
soft tissue contrast in images6,7. Manual delineation of brain
tissue is time-consuming due to the large volume of data.
Also, manual delineation can lead to intra- and inter-expert
variability8. Numerous supervised and unsupervised segmen-
tation/classification algorithms have been developed in the last
decade9–11. However, accurate and robust tissue classification
remains challenging due to noise, intensity inhomogeneity
and partial volume effects existing in brain MR images6,12,13.
Different image information priors can be adopted to drive
the tissue classification process. Using the information at a
voxel level is the most intuitive approach. For example, in-
tensity information is widely used in clustering methods such
as K-Means (KM)14, Fuzzy C-Means (FCM)15 and Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM)16. Other features can also be ex-
tracted from images and used in classification methods that
use machine learning algorithms17–20.
Considering the continuity of each tissue type in brain im-
ages, the central voxel and its neighbours in a local neigh-
bourhood tend to belong to the same tissue class. This spa-
tial information can be modelled by a Markov Random Field
model (MRF) and combined in the classification framework as
a constraint to improve the accuracy, especially in cases where
severe image noise and intensity inhomogeneity exist6,7,21,22.
In addition to the prior information obtained from a sin-
gle target image, population-specific atlases can also be in-
troduced as a prior to benefit the classification. This process
requires the registration between the atlases and the target im-
age. In the simplest case, the classification is achieved by
propagating the label map of a topological atlas to the tar-
get image23. To account for the inter-subject variability, a
probabilistic atlas can be generated by averaging a series of
label maps of other images and these probabilities are then
utilised in the classification framework7,24,25. Recently, multi-
atlas segmentation (MAS) has drawn attention because of its
superior performance23,25–28. Instead of using a probabilistic
atlas constructed from all the available label maps, a selec-
tion process can be applied to select the most relevant atlases,
hence not biasing the classification by the relatively less rel-
evant atlases. Atlas selection is carried out based on image
similarity or meta-information29. After that, the selected at-
lases are combined using global or local label fusion methods
for the final tissue classification26,30–34. Different from mod-
elling MAS as a label prior, a statistical non-parametric re-
gression framework was proposed35,36 to model MAS in the
high-dimensional space of images. The expected segmenta-
tion error of the regression estimator was characterised as a
function of the size of the atlas database and optimised by es-
timating a set of parameters fundamental to the specific seg-
mentation task. In addition, a globally optimal label fusion
method was recently proposed37, which combined MAS and
graph-based segmentation. The shape priors were modelled
by the graph-based method and incorporated into the label fu-
sion approach to achieve a globally optimal segmentation.
The image intensity, local and multi-atlas priors were
first combined into an energy functional, which was min-
imised by graph cuts, to segment the hippocampus in brain
images38. It was then improved by adopting a modified graph
cuts and Expectation Maximisation (EM) for brain structures
segmentation27. This work was further extended39 with the
prior knowledge of neighbouring structures incorporated by
a global and stationary MRF. The extension led to improved
2performance on brain structures segmentation.
The contribution of this paper lies in providing a direct
and unbiased comparison of the effects of the three image in-
formation priors described above. To achieve this, the per-
formance of four methods modelling them is compared: the
image intensity is utilised by KM to obtain a preliminary
classification; the neighbouring information is modelled by
a MRF and combined with KM by modelling each resulted
tissue cluster with a Gaussian distribution; the multi-atlas
prior is used in MAS by applying multi-atlas registration and
global/local label fusion techniques; finally, we combined the
multi-atlas prior with the image intensity and local prior into
an overall KM-MRF-MAS framework. These four methods
are chosen to ensure that each prior is modelled exactly in the
same way in the involved methods so that the comparison of
these three priors is not biased by using different modelling
approaches. In MAS, the importance of the atlas selection is
validated and the classification accuracies of applying various
label fusion schemes are compared. The effects of a range of
parameters in each model are analysed in detail and the perfor-
mance of all four approaches is compared quantitatively and
qualitatively on both simulated and real data.
2. Methods
In this section, we formulate the modelling of local6 and
multi-atlas priors34.
2.A. Intensity and Local Prior Model: KM-MRF
The voxels of a 3D brain MR image are indexed with
i ∈ S = {1, 2, ..., N} where N is the number of voxels. Each
voxel in S is associated with yi ∈ R, the intensity value of the
ith voxel. The set of yi is the observed image denoted by y =
{y1, y2, ..., yN} ∈ RN . Our tissue classification in normal
brains aims to classify each voxel in S into one of the classes
labelled by L = {CSF, GM, WM}. The tissue class of the ith
voxel is denoted by xi ∈ L and x = {x1, x2, ..., xN} ∈ LN is
a classification of the image. Our task is to find the best clas-
sification x∗ = {x∗1, x∗2, ..., x∗N} ∈ LN given the image inten-
sity y formulated as a maximum a posterior (MAP) problem:
x∗ = arg max
x∈LN
P (x|y) = arg max
x∈LN
P (y|x)P (x)
P (y)
= arg max
x∈LN
P (y|x)P (x)
(1)
where P (x|y) is the probability of the classification x given
the image intensity y. P (y) is independent from the classi-
fication x and hence ignored in the optimisation. By taking
the negative logarithm of equation (1), the MAP problem is
converted to the minimisation of an energy functional:
x∗ = arg min
x∈LN
(−lnP (y|x)− lnP (x))
= arg min
x∈LN
(Ein(x) + Epr(x)).
(2)
Ein represents the intensity energy prior which models the
intensity distributions of three tissue classes. It measures how
well the current classification x explains the image y. Epr
represents the prior knowledge of the classification.
The intensity prior energy Ein can be formulated as
Ein(x)=−
∑
i∈S
lnP (yi|xi)=
∑
i∈S
(
(yi−µxi)2
2σ2xi
+ln
√
2pi+lnσxi
)
(3)
where P (yi|xi) is the probability density function of yi given
the tissue class xi and the model parameters θxi = {µxi , σxi}
are the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian distribu-
tion for the tissue class xi.
The local prior energy Epr can be formulated as
Epr =
∑
i∈S
β
2
∑
j∈Ni
δ(xi, xj)
d(i, j)
+ lnZ, (4)
whereZ is the normalisation factor; β is the spatial parameter;
d(i, j) measures the distance between the two voxels at Si and
Sj ; δ(xi, xj) is a weighting function and defined as
δ(xi, xj) =
{
−1 xi = xj
+1 xi 6= xj . (5)
Then equation (2) can be rewritten as
x∗=arg min
x∈LN
∑
i∈S
(yi−µxi)2
2σ2xi
+lnσxi+
β
2
∑
j∈Ni
δ(xi, xj)
d(i, j)
 (6)
with the constants removed.
2.B. Multi-Atlas Segmentation: MAS
In MAS, only the atlas priors (i.e. the segmentations of
other images) are used to drive the tissue classification. First,
multiple atlas images are nonrigidly registered to the target
image using demons registration40,41. Then, the similarities
between the registered atlas images and the target are mea-
sured and only the atlases with high similarities are selected
to contribute to the classification. Next, the label maps of the
selected atlases are propagated to the target image. Finally,
global or local label fusion methods are applied to the trans-
formed label maps to infer the classification of the target im-
age. A variety of label fusion methods have been proposed26.
We use representative approaches to compare global and lo-
cal label fusion techniques in MAS. Other methods such as
STAPLE42 or SIMPLE43 could be used as alternatives.
Mutual information (MI) and normalised cross correlation
are commonly used for atlas selection26,29. In this paper, we
used mutual information44,45 to calculate the similarity be-
tween the registered atlas and the target image. Four label
fusion strategies were compared in this study: majority vot-
ing (MV), MI, the probabilistic patch-based model (PPBM)
and MI-PPBM. MV and MI are global label fusion meth-
ods, which estimate the classification accuracy of each atlas
globally and assign a single weight to each of the selected
3atlases. MV is the most commonly used26,46. It treats ev-
ery atlas equally and assigns to each voxel the class label
that most atlases agree on. MI takes image intensities into
account and assigns to each atlas a global weight. Local la-
bel fusion methods like PPBM32,34 estimate the classification
accuracy at each voxel in a local neighbourhood and assign
weights accordingly46. The model PPBM accounts for the po-
tential registration error by considering a local neighbourhood
in the atlases by estimating the intensity likelihood and the la-
bel likelihood simultaneously. It is straightforward to assign a
global weight to each atlas in the local label fusion strategies
such as MI-PPBM, which combines MI with PPBM.
The multi-atlas prior can be combined with KM-MRF by
reformulating the energy functional in equation (2) as
x∗ = arg min
x∈LN
(− lnP (y|x)− lnP (x))
= arg min
x∈LN
(− lnP (y|x)− ln(PLpr(x)PApr(x)))
∝ arg min
x∈LN
(Ein(x) + ELpr(x) + γEApr(x)).
(7)
The probability of the prior classification P (x) is determined
by both the local and multi-atlas prior probabilities which are
represented as PLpr and PApr, respectively. Then the two
prior probabilities are rewritten as energy terms ELpr(x) and
EApr(x). The effect of the local prior is balanced with that
of the image intensity by the spatial parameter β embodied in
ELpr(x). γ is introduced to balance the effect of the multi-
atlas prior with that of the intensity and neighbouring infor-
mation. The local prior ELpr(x) is defined by equation (4)
and the multi-atlas prior EApr(x) based on each label fusion
strategy, is defined in Appendix A. When combining the 3 en-
ergy terms for minimisation, all the constants can be removed.
The tissue classification is iterated with parameters estima-
tion in an EM framework6. In each iteration, the energy func-
tional defined in equation (6) or (7) is minimised with the It-
erated Conditional Modes (ICM) algorithm47.
3. Experiments and Results
3.A. Databases
BrainWeb is a simulated brain database48. We used 18 T1-
weighted brain MR images with various levels of noise (0%,
1%, 3%, 5%, 7% and 9%) and intensity inhomogeneity (0%,
20% and 40%). The size of each volume is 181 × 217 ×
181 and the image resolution is 1mm × 1mm × 1mm. The
segmentation of a normal anatomical model provided in the
database was used to perform the skull stripping and generate
the ground truth for the test data. The brain mask was obtained
from combining the segments of WM, GM and CSF and then
applied to all the simulated images. The ground truth of the
three tissues was also produced from their fuzzy models by
assigning each voxel the dominant tissue class.
The Internet Brain Segmentation Repository dataset
IBSR18 and its manual segmentations were provided by the
Center for Morphometric Analysis (CMA) at Massachusetts
General Hospital49. It consists of 18 T1-weighted images
with their tissue classifications. The size of each image is
256×256×128 with the resolution varying between 0.8mm×
0.8mm×1.5mm and 1mm×1mm×1.5mm. These images
have been ‘positionally normalised’ into the Talairach orien-
tation and bias field corrected by the CMA ‘autoseg’ routines.
The brain mask was generated by filling the holes of the com-
bination of the manually segmented brain tissues. The filled
voxels were then combined into the ground truth of CSF.
The IBSR project has provided a second database IBSR20,
which consists of 20 normal T1-weighted brain images with
their manual segmentations. The size of each volume is typi-
cally 256×256×61 with the resolution 1mm×1mm×3mm.
Similar to IBSR18, the brain images were skull stripped and
the new ground truth of CSF was generated.
MRBrainS13 is a clinical brain image database used in the
Grand Challenge on MR Brain Image Segmentation workshop
at the international conference on MICCAI in 201350. Twenty
3T scans are available including 5 cases for training and 15
for testing. We only used T1-weighted scans with volume
size 240× 240× 48 and resolution 0.958mm× 0.958mm×
3mm. All scans were bias corrected. For 5 training cases,
manual segmentations of 8 brain structures and 3 main tissue
types were completed using techniques based on the contour
segmentation objects tool from Mevislab51.
As mentioned above, for BrainWeb and IBSR databases,
the ground truth of brain segmentation was used for all the
images. We did not apply any other skull stripping step in
order to make sure the tissue classification performance is not
affected by the skull stripping methods. For MRBrainS13, be-
cause the ground truth for the test images were not provided,
the MAS method was applied to remove the skulls from the
whole-head images. The 5 training images were considered as
atlases. The brain mask of each training image was generated
from the label map of tissue segmentation. The voxels of 3 tis-
sues (WM, GM and CSF) were considered as foreground and
the other voxels were considered as background. By register-
ing each training image to the test image, 5 candidate brain
masks could be obtained for each test image. These candidate
brain masks were combined by applying majority voting to
generate the final brain mask for the test images. Image in-
tensity normalisation was performed for all four databases in
the process of atlas selection because it is necessary for im-
age registration. Other preprocessing steps, such as intensity
inhomogeneity or noise removal, were not performed.
3.B. Evaluation Measures
For each tissue class, we use the Dice similarity coefficient
(DSC)52 to measure the spatial overlap accuracy between the
classification result and the ground truth, defined by
DSC = 2 · TP/(2 · TP + FP + FN) (8)
where TP , FP and FN represent the true positives, false
positives and false negatives. The overall accuracy for classi-
fying the three tissues is defined by
AC = (TPWM + TPGM + TPCSF )/|S| (9)
where |S| denotes the number of voxels in the brain mask S. It
calculates the proportion of all the correctly classified voxels
4TABLE I. Optimised parameters from applying k-fold cross validation
Method KM-MRF MAS KM-MRF-MAS
Priors intensity and local prior multi-atlas prior intensity, local andmulti-atlas priors
Parameter β |N | natlas |B| |M| σ1 σ2 γ
Database
BrainWeb [1, 1.5] 6 - - - - - -
IBSR18 [100, +∞) 10 5, 6 11 19 0.5 [1, 1.5] [400, +∞)
IBSR20 [20, +∞) 10 3, 5, 7 11 19 [20, +∞) 10 [400, +∞)
MRBrainS13 0.3 6 3 7 7 0.1 2 0.3
• |N | represents the size of the local neighbourhood in KM-MRF; |B| and |M| represent the patch size
and the size of the local neighbourhood considered in MAS using PPBM for label fusion; σ1 and σ2
are also the parameters of PPBM.
• ’[ ]’ or ’[ )’ is used to represent the range of the parameter values. ’-’ means the method is not applied
on the corresponding database.
FIG. 1. Comparison of the AC (see equation (9)) values between
applying KM-MRF and KM on the brain images with various levels
of noise and bias field in BrainWeb.
within the brain mask. The values of both metrics are in the
range [0, 1]. In our experiments, both metrics are used to mea-
sure the classification on BrainWeb and IBSR databases. For
MRBrainS13, only the evaluation results measured by DSC
are provided by the challenge.
In our experiments, a paired-sample t-test53 is adopted to
analyse the impacts of the parameter settings on the perfor-
mance of specific methods. It measures the difference be-
tween two sets of classification results with the significance
level set at 0.05. The two sets of results are produced by the
same method with different parameters and measured by the
same metric on the same database.
When comparing the performance of different methods
with regard to several metrics on the same database, repeated-
measures MANOVA (Multivariate Analysis of Variance)54 is
applied. The multivariate analysis tells if significant differ-
ences exist among the performance of different methods with
respect to the combination of all metrics. If significant differ-
ences exist, the univariate analyses are undertaken to explore
whether the significant differences exist among the methods
in terms of each metric. Then for each metric where signifi-
cant differences exist, the Bonferroni post hoc test is utilised
to conduct all the pairwise comparisons to determine which
pairs of the results are significantly different with the signifi-
cance level set at 0.05. Finally, based on all the pairwise com-
parison results with respect to each metric, the performance of
different methods is compared taking all metrics into account.
3.C. Parameters Optimisation
For BrainWeb and IBSR databases, we performed k-fold
cross validation to optimise the parameters for each method.
The choice of k depends on the number of brain volumes in
the database. We used 3-fold cross validation for BrainWeb
and IBSR18 (both contain 18 volumes so 6 per fold), while 4-
fold cross validation was used for IBSR20 (containing 20 vol-
umes so 5 per fold). For MRBrainS13, the 5 training images
were used to optimise the parameters involved in all methods.
For KM, we set the number of clusters K as 3 because we
aim to segment the brain tissue into three classes. For KM-
MRF, a range of values were tested for the parameters β and
the size of the local neighbourhood |N |. At first, we set an ini-
tial value for β and evaluated the performance of KM-MRF
when varying |N | between 6 and 26. After applying k-fold
cross validation, the optimal |N | was obtained. Then we set
|N | to the optimal value and tuned β in a range around its
initial value, for which we again use k-fold cross validation.
Finally, for each database, the brain tissue classification re-
sults were produced from applying KM-MRF with the cor-
responding optimised parameters. For MAS, we optimised
the number of atlases fused natlas. In addition, 4 parameters
involved in PPBM and MI-PPBM, the size of the local neigh-
bourhood |M|, the patch size |B|, σ1 and σ2, were also opti-
mised. A similar approach was used as for KM-MRF: when
optimising one parameter, the others were set to the initial or
optimised values. A range of values were tested in optimising
each parameter. For KM-MRF-MAS, we used the parameters
optimised for KM-MRF and MAS. The additional parameter
γ was optimised by evaluating the performance of KM-MRF-
MAS with varying γ around its initial value.
In the optimisation process, different initial values for β
5(a) (b) (c) (d)
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FIG. 2. Axial slices of two volumes (a) with 1% noise and 40% bias field, (e) with 7% noise and 20% bias field; their ground truth (b) and
(f); the classification results of applying KM ((c) and (g)) and KM-MRF ((d) and (h)). Three tissues (CSF, GM and WM) in the ground truth
and classifications are labelled in blue, grey and white, respectively. The overall accuracy AC and the accuracies of classifying three tissues
DSCCSF , DSCGM and DSCWM measured for each classified volume are: 0.92, 0.94, 0.91 and 0.91 for (c); 0.91, 0.93, 0.90 and 0.90 for
(d); 0.89, 0.92, 0.88 and 0.89 for (g); 0.93, 0.93, 0.92 and 0.93 for (h).
(e.g. 1, 10, 100) were tested and we chose the range which
produces the best segmentation results as the optimal parame-
ter. The validation was repeated three times in optimising each
parameter. It was found that the standard deviations among
the segmentation results generated from repeating the optimi-
sation process are very small.
In Table I, we list the optimal values for all the parameters
involved in all the methods applying on various databases.
3.D. Validation of KM-MRF
3.D.1. Experiments on simulated data
Firstly, we tested the KM-MRF model described in Sec-
tion 2.A on the 18 simulated BrainWeb images. The spatial
parameter β was set in the range [1, 1.5] and 6 nearest neigh-
bours were taken into account at each voxel. For each brain
image with specific levels of noise and intensity homogene-
ity, the classification accuracy AC was compared between
applying KM-MRF and KM which uses the image intensity
only. As illustrated in Fig. 1, when the noise level is lower
than 5%, KM outperforms KM-MRF; especially when both
the noise and the bias field levels are very low (e.g. the im-
ages with 0% noise 0% bias field and 1% noise 0% bias field),
KM-MRF performs much worse than KM. However, when the
noise level increases (5% or higher), the classification bene-
fits greatly from the neighbouring information. For most im-
ages with a certain level of noise, both methods deteriorate
from increasing the bias field level; for most images with a
certain level of bias field, both methods also perform worse
when adding more noise but the AC of applying KM declines
more steeply than when using KM-MRF especially when the
noise level reaches 5%.
Fig. 2 shows a qualitative comparison. For the image with
low noise levels (a), KM slightly outperforms KM-MRF and
we hardly observe any difference between their classification
results based on a single slice ((c) and (d)). However, for
higher noise levels (e), KM-MRF distinctly improves the per-
formance with the local prior taken into account ((g) and (h)).
3.D.2. Experiments on real data
We also tested KM-MRF on three real databases. The val-
ues of the parameters β and |N | applied on each database are
listed in Table I. β was set to 100 and 20 for IBSR18 and
IBSR20, respectively. The impacts of |N | and β on the clas-
sification accuracy are analysed in Appendixes B and C, re-
spectively.
The classification results are compared with those produced
by KM. The repeated-measures MANOVA is applied to test
6FIG. 3. Top row: coronal slice of a representative volume in IBSR18 and its ground truth of tissue classification. The difference maps of
three tissues (Diff CSF, Diff GM and Diff WM) and the label maps are produced by KM, KM-MRF, MAS and KM-MRF-MAS, respectively.
Three tissues (CSF, GM and WM) in the ground truth and classifications are labelled in blue, grey and white colours, respectively. The red and
green points in the difference maps represent the false positives and false negatives, respectively. The classification accuracies of the volumes
produced by the four methods KM, KM-MRF, MAS and KM-MRF-MAS are: 0.71, 0.75, 0.92 and 0.92 measured by AC; 0.18, 0.24, 0.74
and 0.74 measured by DSCCSF ; 0.69, 0.75, 0.94 and 0.93 measured by DSCGM ; 0.90, 0.88, 0.92 and 0.91 measured by DSCWM .
the differences between the performance of two methods and
the results are listed in Table IV. The multivariate outcome
indicates that significant differences exist between the perfor-
mance of two methods with respect to the combination of all
metrics. The univariate outcomes demonstrate that KM-MRF
performs significantly better than KM in terms of the over-
all accuracy (AC) and the classification accuracies of CSF
(DSCCSF ) and GM (DSCGM ) for both IBSR databases.
Consistent results are obtained from the qualitative compar-
isons illustrated in Fig. 3 where the difference maps between
the classification results generated by each method and the
ground truth are displayed for each tissue class. We can see
that the label map generated by KM-MRF is more contiguous
than that produced by KM because the local prior encourages
each tissue class to be more continuous; the false positives are
decreased in CSF; a number of false negatives are eliminated
in GM. The results in Table IV also shows that KM-MRF per-
forms worse (non-significantly on IBSR18 and significantly
on IBSR20) than KM in the classification of WM; however,
TABLE II. Analysis of the impact of atlas selection
Database Approach natlas AC p-value
IBSR18 Ranked 5, 6 0.87± 0.06 < 0.001Random 6, 8, 11 0.79± 0.08
IBSR20 Ranked 3, 5, 7 0.78± 0.05 0.13Random 18, 19 0.77± 0.08
• natlas represents the optimal number of atlases; MV is used
for label fusion.
taking the classification of all three tissues into account, the
overall classification accuracy of KM-MRF is significantly
higher than KM. For MRBrainS13, KM-MRF performs sig-
nificantly better than KM in terms of the classification accu-
racies of all three tissue types. Based on these comparisons,
the conclusion is drawn that the classification is significantly
improved by taking the local prior into account on real data.
7TABLE III. Comparisons of the performance of MAS using different label fusion strategies
Database Method AC DSCCSF DSCGM DSCWM
IBSR18 MV 0.87± 0.06 0.56± 0.13 0.90± 0.04 0.83± 0.14MI? 0.87± 0.06? 0.58± 0.12? 0.90± 0.04? 0.83± 0.14
PPBM?? 0.88± 0.06?? 0.70± 0.13?? 0.91± 0.03?? 0.83± 0.14
MI-PPBM?? 0.89± 0.06?? 0.70± 0.13?? 0.92± 0.03?? 0.83± 0.14
IBSR20 MV 0.78± 0.05 0.39± 0.08 0.83± 0.04 0.76± 0.06MI? 0.79± 0.04? 0.41± 0.08? 0.83± 0.03? 0.76± 0.06
PPBM?? 0.82± 0.04?? 0.57± 0.09?? 0.86± 0.03?? 0.76± 0.06?
MI-PPBM?? 0.82± 0.04?? 0.57± 0.09?? 0.86± 0.03?? 0.76± 0.05?
• Each value represents the mean accuracy and the standard deviation of applying MAS based on each label fusion strategy on the
database.
• The ?s at the top right of each value indicate the significant differences of the corresponding result compared with all the others derived
by applying other label fusion methods on the same database and measured by the same metric. The ?s at the top right of each method
(in the methods column) indicate the significant differences of the performance of the corresponding method compared with all the
other methods. The results or methods labelled with more ?s are significantly better than those with fewer or no ?s and the results or
methods labelled with equal number of ?s have no significant difference.
3.E. MAS Based on Various Label Fusion Strategies
The performance of MAS based on various label fusion
strategies was validated on the real data. For every brain im-
age, the other images in the same database together with their
label maps were considered as the atlases. All the atlas images
were nonrigidly registered to the target image. Subsequently
the similarity between each pair of the registered image and
the target was calculated based on the mutual information and
the atlases were ranked according to the similarities. The top
ranked atlases were selected and their label maps were prop-
agated to the target image to perform the tissue classification.
The validation was not conducted on BrainWeb since all the
simulated images in this database have the same ground truth.
3.E.1. Impact of the atlas selection
To investigate the necessity of the atlas selection, we tested
MAS by increasing the number of ranked and randomly se-
lected atlases on both IBSR18 and IBSR20. MV is used for
multi-atlas label fusion due to its simplicity. The classification
accuracy is measured by AC and averaged over the database.
The paired-sample t-test is used to test the difference between
any two sets of classification results produced by methods us-
ing the same number of ranked and random atlases.
From Fig. 4, it is observed that at first MAS using the
ranked atlases significantly outperforms that using the same
number of random atlases on both databases. When increas-
ing the number of atlases fused, the difference between the
AC values obtained from fusing the ranked and random at-
lases decreases until it becomes nonsignificant (when fusing
14 atlases or more) and finally vanishes (when all the atlases
are fused). Thus it is concluded that the atlases contribute
unequally to the classification of brain images and the atlas
selection approach picks out the most effective ones.
Then we run k-fold cross validation to optimise the number
of ranked and random atlases fused in MAS on each database.
In Table II, we listed the comparisons of the two approaches
applied on the two databases. The tissue classification perfor-
mance was measured by AC, which is the mean value across
the whole database in three validations. The paired-sample t-
test was used to test the difference between two sets of AC
values generated from two approaches. It is shown that for
IBSR18, applying atlas selection not only decreases the num-
ber of atlases fused but also significantly improves the seg-
mentation performance. For IBSR20, no significant differ-
ence is found between the two sets of classification results
measured by AC. However, the number of atlases fused is
substantially reduced by applying atlas selection.
Therefore from a performance point of view, applying atlas
selection significantly improves the classification accuracy or
decreases the number of atlases to be fused without deterio-
rating the result. Reducing the number of atlases involved in
MAS reduces computation for label fusion; nevertheless, the
amount of registration required for atlas selection still makes
it time-consuming. This is the main weakness of adopting
the atlas selection in MAS. In addition to optimising the num-
ber of atlases fused in MAS by applying cross validation, an
alternative approach was proposed, which models MAS as a
non-parametric regression problem35,36 and predicts the num-
ber of atlases required to keep the segmentation error below a
specified tolerance level.
3.E.2. Impact of the label fusion strategy
Four label fusion strategies described in Section 2.B were
considered for MAS and the classification results were com-
pared on both IBSR18 and IBSR20. Five and three top
ranked atlases were fused in MAS applied on IBSR18 and
IBSR20, respectively. The other parameter settings of PPBM
on IBSR18 and IBSR20 are listed in Table I. σ1 was set to 20
when applying PPBM on IBSR20; σ2 was set to 1 when ap-
plying PPBM on IBSR18. The parameters of MI-PPBM were
the same as those of PPBM on each database.
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FIG. 4. AC values of applying MAS by increasing the number of ranked and random atlases on IBSR18 (a) and IBSR20 (b). MV is used for
multi-atlas label fusion.
The repeated-measures MANOVA is applied to test the per-
formance differences of MAS using four label fusion strate-
gies and the results are listed in Table III. Significant differ-
ences are detected among the four methods with respect to the
combination of four metrics on both databases. For IBSR18,
the performance of four strategies is significantly different in
terms of the overall accuracy (AC) and the classification ac-
curacies of CSF (DSCCSF ) and GM (DSCGM ). The post
hoc pairwise comparison results of the four methods are con-
sistent with respect to these three metrics: MI significantly
outperforms MV; PPBM and MI-PPBM perform equally and
they perform better than both MV and MI. No significant dif-
ferences exist among the four strategies in the classification of
WM. For IBSR20, significant differences exist among the per-
formance of four methods in terms of each metric. The pair-
wise comparison results with regard to AC, DSCCSF and
DSCGM are the same with those for IBSR18. In the clas-
sification of WM, PPBM performs equally with MI-PPBM
and they perform better than both MV and MI. Based on the
comparison results on IBSR20, the performance of the four
methods is ranked exactly the same as on IBSR18: MI outper-
forms MV; PPBM outperforms both MV and MI; MI-PPBM
performs equally to PPBM.
We can draw the conclusion that in MAS, the mutual in-
formation based global weighting scheme MI performs bet-
ter than MV; the probabilistic local label fusion model PPBM
achieves better results than global models; finally the combi-
nation of global and local label fusion strategies MI-PPBM
performs equally to PPBM.
3.F. Comparisons of Classification Models Using Differ-
ent Image Information
Based on the conclusions we drew above, PPBM was
adopted in the combined KM-MRF-MAS model. The impact
of γ on the classification accuracy of KM-MRF-MAS is anal-
ysed in Appendix D. We compared the performance of the
four tissue classification models on the three real databases.
The optimal values were used for the parameters involved
in each method applied on each database as listed in Ta-
ble I. The repeated-measures MANOVA was applied to test
the performance differences among the four models on the
three databases and the results are listed in Table IV. The
multivariate outcome tells that significant differences exist
among the four methods with respect to the combination of
the four metrics on all three databases. For IBSR18, the uni-
variate outcomes demonstrate that significant differences exist
among the four methods in terms of the overall accuracy (AC)
and the classification accuracies of CSF (DSCCSF ) and GM
(DSCGM ). The four models perform similarly in the clas-
sification of WM. The post hoc pairwise comparisons of the
four models are conducted with respect to the metrics AC,
DSCCSF and DSCGM . For IBSR20, significant differences
exist among the four methods with respect to all four met-
rics. The results of post hoc pairwise comparisons of the
four models regarding AC, DSCCSF and DSCGM are the
same with those for IBSR18. For the classification accuracy
of WM (DSCWM ), it shows that KM-MRF performs signifi-
cantly worse than the other methods.
By comparing the performance of the three methods KM,
KM-MRF and KM-MRF-MAS applied on IBSR databases,
it is observed that introducing additional information includ-
ing the local and multi-atlas priors significantly improves the
tissue classification performance with respect to the overall
accuracy and the classification accuracies of CSF and GM.
Fig. 3 gives an example of the qualitative comparisons on
a typical volume of IBSR18, which are consistent with the
quantitative comparisons. Comparing the difference maps
produced by KM, KM-MRF and KM-MRF-MAS, we observe
that the total numbers of false positives and false negatives
are dramatically decreased in the classification of CSF and
GM by introducing additional information. From the label
map generated by each method, we see that acceptable tissue
classification is achieved by KM based on the image intensity
prior, which provides an initialisation for KM-MRF; adding
the local prior makes each tissue class more contiguous by
encouraging the voxels to belong to the same class as their
9TABLE IV. Comparisons of the performance of different tissue classification models on real data
Database Method AC DSCCSF DSCGM DSCWM
IBSR18 KM 0.68± 0.16 0.20± 0.08 0.70± 0.15 0.82± 0.21KM-MRF? 0.72± 0.18? 0.28± 0.14? 0.75± 0.18? 0.80± 0.20
MAS?? 0.88± 0.06?? 0.70± 0.13?? 0.91± 0.03?? 0.83± 0.14
KM-MRF-MAS??? 0.88± 0.06?? 0.71± 0.12??? 0.91± 0.03?? 0.82± 0.15
IBSR20 KM 0.65± 0.16 0.21± 0.07 0.68± 0.15 0.74± 0.19
?
KM-MRF? 0.67± 0.18? 0.34± 0.15? 0.72± 0.17? 0.66± 0.17
MAS?? 0.82± 0.04?? 0.57± 0.09?? 0.86± 0.03?? 0.76± 0.06?
KM-MRF-MAS??? 0.82± 0.04?? 0.57± 0.09??? 0.86± 0.03?? 0.76± 0.06?
MRBrainS13 KM
? – 0.75± 0.04? 0.76± 0.03? 0.84± 0.03?
KM-MRF?? – 0.76± 0.04?? 0.80± 0.02?? 0.87± 0.02??
MAS – 0.71± 0.06 0.70± 0.07 0.73± 0.08
KM-MRF-MAS?? – 0.77± 0.04?? 0.81± 0.02?? 0.87± 0.02??
• Each value represents the mean accuracy and the standard deviation of applying each method on the database.
• The meaning of the ?s at the top right of each value or method is the same with that in Table III.
neighbours; introducing the multi-atlas prior refines the mis-
classified structures. By combining all the information, KM-
MRF-MAS produces the most accurate classification. Most
misclassification is left at the intersection between two tissues
which is probably caused by the misregistration and the partial
volume effect (a single voxel contains more than one tissue).
From Table IV, we also observe that in contrast with KM and
KM-MRF, MAS achieves better or comparable results with
regard to all the metrics. On the basis of the classification
accuracy obtained by MAS, the additional intensity and local
prior information do not significantly benefit the classification
in terms of AC, DSCGM and DSCWM . However, the clas-
sification accuracy of CSF is significantly improved by com-
bining all three priors. From Fig. 3, we see that on that spe-
cific slice the differences between MAS and KM-MRF-MAS
are negligible. These results indicate that the multi-atlas prior
contributes more than the image intensity and local prior in
brain tissue classification. Finally, taking all the comparison
results into account, the four classification models are ranked
as: KM-MRF significantly outperforms KM; MAS performs
better than both KM and KM-MRF; the combined model KM-
MRF-MAS achieves the best performance.
For MRBrainS13, we do not include the evaluation results
of AC since this metric is not used by the challenge. Sig-
nificant differences exist among the 4 methods in terms of
DSCCSF , DSCGM and DSCWM . The results of post hoc
pairwise comparisons with regard to each metric are consis-
tent: KM-MRF performs significantly better than KM; MAS
performs the worst among the four methods; KM-MRF-MAS
produced segmentation results comparable to KM-MRF. The
poor performance of MAS probably associates with the low
number of available atlases, with the selected atlases not sim-
ilar enough to the test image. due to this, the incorporation of
the multi-atlas prior does not significantly improve the tissue
classification performance. Thus we can draw the conclusion
that introducing the local prior significantly improve the tis-
sue classification; the efficiency of the multi-atlas prior highly
depends on the number and relevance of the selected atlases.
TABLE V. The performance of related tissue classification methods
on IBSR18
Method DSCCSF DSCGM DSCWM
KVL 0.21± 0.17 0.79± 0.05 0.86± 0.02
CGMM 0.26± 0.16 0.80± 0.06 0.86± 0.04
AMM – 0.81± 0.04 0.89± 0.02
• KVL represents the Leemput’s method55; CGMM represents
the constrained GMM16 and AMM is the adaptive Markov
model56.
• Each value represents the mean accuracy and the standard de-
viation of applying each method on IBSR18. For KVL and
CGMM, the results on 15 images were reported16 and for
AMM, the accuracy of segmenting CSF was not reported56.
4. Discussion
As described above, the image intensity prior can be
utilised by applying simple clustering algorithms like KM for
initial classification. However, the performance really de-
pends on the quality of the images. When the noise and in-
tensity inhomogeneity levels are low, the tissues are classi-
fied with high accuracy; when the images contain high levels
of artefacts, the classification can severely deteriorate. Intro-
ducing the local prior significantly benefits the tissue classifi-
cation in particular when severe noise and intensity inhomo-
geneity exist in the images.
For the methods incorporating the multi-atlas prior, the
most relevant atlases are selected so that the classification
is not biased by irrelevant atlases. In our experiments on
the IBSR databases, the atlases were taken from the same
database. We tried using atlases from both databases. How-
ever, the results showed that the best segmentation is obtained
by using the atlases from the same database due to the higher
similarity among images. In addition to atlas selection, a
sufficient number of available atlases are crucial for the effi-
ciency of the multi-atlas prior. The preprocessing such as bias
field correction and spatial normalisation applied to the origi-
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nal IBSR databases could contribute to the similarity between
images. But the large number of available atlases greatly in-
crease the chances of selecting the most effective ones for seg-
menting test images, which significantly benefits MAS. This
has been confirmed by the evaluation on the MRBrainS13
database, where the effect of the multi-atlas prior deteriorates
severely due to the low number of atlases provided.
Some methods in the literature are related to the approaches
used in our work. For example, Leemput et al. proposed a
model-based brain tissue classification method55 which uses
a digital atlas to initialise the tissue segmentation. The al-
gorithm interleaves tissue classification, intensity distribution
parameter estimation, intensity inhomogeneity correction and
MRF parameter estimation by applying a generalised EM ap-
proach. A constrained GMM was developed by Ruf et al.16.
In this approach, each tissue type is modelled by a large
number of Gaussian components and the parameters of the
constrained GMM are estimated by applying EM. Awate et
al. proposed an adaptive nonparametric Markov model for
brain tissue classification56. The initial tissue classification
is achieved using a probabilistic atlas; a stationary Markov
model is used to model the neighbourhood information; the
Markov image statistics are estimated by applying the non-
parametric Parzen-window technique and the segmentation is
optimised by maximising mutual information. These three
methods were tested on IBSR18 and their reported tissue clas-
sification performance measured by DSC are listed in Table V.
It can be observed that these three methods outperform KM-
MRF for classifying both GM and WM since they are more
sophisticated compared to KM-MRF. MAS and KM-MRF-
MAS significantly outperform all these three methods for the
segmentation of CSF and GM. They perform worse for the
segmentation of WM. The reasons might be that the intensity
inhomogeneity correction was not adopted in the methods we
used and the partial volume effect was not taken into account.
Besides, not all images in the dataset were used to generate
the reported results listed in Table V, which also makes the
comparison unfair.
We we did not consider the validity of the ground truth
provided by the IBSR databases since they have been widely
used for the validation of brain image analysis techniques. It
has been pointed out that the sulcal CSF voxels in the IBSR
datasets are considered as GM, which could affect the tissue
classification accuracies measured by DSC9. In spite of the
uncertainty existing in the ground truth of CSF and GM, we
do not think it affects the conclusions we have drawn. First,
the improvement of the classification by introducing the local
prior has also been validated on two other databases: Brain-
Web (see Fig. 1) and MRBrainS13 (see Table IV), for which
we assume the ground truth provided is accurate. Second, the
deviation in the ground truth of the IBSR datasets should not
affect the performance of the multi-atlas prior. As described
in Section 2.B, in a multi-atlas based segmentation method,
the annotations of the images are actually used to achieve the
segmentation. If the annotation is corrected, the segmentation
will be adjusted accordingly.
The usage of the multi-atlas prior results in superior per-
formance, but multiple atlases are not always available since
human annotation takes great effort. The large amount of reg-
istration required in the atlas selection also restricts its ap-
plication. A compromise was presented29 and employed34,
which performs the atlas selection after the affine registra-
tion and applies the nonrigid registration to the top ranked
atlases only. Moreover, registration between images might
fail or the test images could not be similar enough to the im-
ages of atlases, in which case outliers will be included. A
keypoint transfer segmentation approach was proposed to seg-
ment abdominal organs in computerised tomography (CT) im-
ages, which propagates the label maps according to the trans-
formation calculated from the matched keypoints in the atlas
and test images57. This approach requires no registration and
yields a segmentation accuracy which compares favourably to
that of state-of-the-art methods.
In addition to using the annotated images as atlases and
performing the tissue classification in a MAS approach, we
can also extract more advanced features such as Gaussian
scale-space features18,58, Gaussian derivative features18 or 3D
Haar-like features19 from all the images and the classifica-
tion is then achieved by training a classifier, such as a k-
nearest neighbour classifier58, a support vector machine18 or a
random forest19, using these features. Some work has been
proposed to extract the features from the tissue probability
maps derived from classification results19,20 and these fea-
tures together with those extracted from the images are used
for training the subsequent classifiers in a multi-stage tissue
classification framework. Hence the tissue probability maps
are refined at each classification stage. Also, the classifi-
cation model resulting from applying the classifiers as de-
scribed above can be combined with local and multi-atlas
priors investigated in our paper, to further improve the clas-
sification. It has been stated that the classification derived
from applying the multi-stage random forest can be com-
bined with the anatomically-constrained multi-atlas segmen-
tation approach59 to reduce the possible anatomical errors19.
Conversely, the multi-atlas based method can be applied first
and the trained classifiers are used to refine the classification
at ‘ambiguous’ voxels60. Alternatively, an appearance model
can be obtained from training classifiers and then combined
with the spatial model and the interaction potential generated
from the multi-atlas segmentation and the neighbouring infor-
mation, respectively58, for the final tissue classification.
In contrast to using hand-crafted features and shallow ma-
chine learning algorithms, deep neural networks have pro-
duced impressive classification results by extracting higher-
order features using a hierarchical data representation. A 3D
deep convolutional neural network was introduced61, which
offers an end-to-end learning-based approach for segmenting
brain structures. It jointly learns the abstract feature repre-
sentation and multi-class classification. The probability map
produced by the network and a fully connected conditional
random field were used to generate the final segmentation. For
brain tissue classification, a parallel multi-dimensional Long
Short-Term Memory (MD-LSTM) network was proposed62,
which takes each pixel’s entire spatio-temporal context into
account. A deep voxelwise residual network was trained to
generate more representative features63. Multi-modality and
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multi-level contextual information were integrated to train the
network. The classification performance can be further im-
proved by combining the low-level appearance features and
high-level context. These works provide state-of-the-art ac-
curacy on the MRBrainS13 database50. Unfortunately, the
multi-atlas based methods (MAS and KM-MRF-MAS) dis-
cussed in this paper do not perform efficiently on this database
because of the low number of atlases provided.
Moreover, images taken from other modalities such as dif-
fusion or T2-weighted MR imaging for the same subject pro-
vide more information for brain tissue classification8. Longi-
tudinal data can also facilitate tissue classification by taking
temporal smoothness into account. The preprocessing steps,
such as noise removal64, intensity inhomogeneity correction65
and partial volume effect correction66 can also benefit brain
tissue classification.
5. Conclusions
This paper has investigated the effects of three main image
priors including intensity, local and multi-atlas priors on the
tissue classification in 3D T1-weighted brain MR images. The
modelling of these image priors, the combination of the mod-
els constructed using one or two image priors and the tissue
classification approach of each individual or combined model
have been described. The performance of all the models us-
ing the three image priors has been validated on the simulated
and real data. We have also discussed the impacts of vary-
ing the key parameters or factors of each model thoroughly.
The classification results have been evaluated based on sev-
eral metrics and the performance of all the models has been
compared quantitatively and qualitatively.
The image intensity used by KM generates acceptable ini-
tial classification for most images to form the basis for fur-
ther processing. However, its performance deteriorates from
severe artefacts and it produces a few outliers in real data. In-
troducing the local prior overcomes the disadvantage of KM
to some extent and provides an incremental performance im-
provement. The multi-atlas prior is beneficial in refining the
misclassified structures contributing more in brain tissue clas-
sification than the image intensity and the local prior. Appro-
priate atlas selection and sufficient number of available atlases
are crucial in MAS based approaches. The local weighting
method performs better than the global methods in multi-atlas
label fusion. The model combining all 3 image priors achieves
better or equal results compared to the other methods.
A. The calculation of multi-atlas prior energy
B. Impact of the size of the local neighbour-
hood on KM-MRF
C. Impact of β on KM-MRF
D. Impact of γ on KM-MRF-MAS
All the appendixes can be found in the supplemental mate-
rial.
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